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Abstract	
In	 this	 paper,	 a	model	 based	 on	 COLREGS	 is	 proposed	 to	 solve	 the	 problem	 of	 ship	
autonomous	 collision	 avoidance.The	 model	 calculates	 the	 ship	 collision	 risk	 by	
calculating	 the	 relative	motion	 parameters	 of	 the	 ship,	 and	 then	measures	 the	 ship	
collision	risk	based	on	the	collision	risk	model.	When	the	ship	collision	risk	reaches	the	
threshold	 value,	 the	 autonomous	 collision	 avoidance	 action	 is	 taken,	 and	 the	 action	
complies	 with	 the	 international	 rules.The	 simulation	 test	 of	 autonomous	 collision	
avoidance	is	carried	out	in	four	encounter	situations,	and	it	is	verified	that	the	model	is	
well	applied	in	different	encounter	situations,	showing	that	the	research	in	this	paper	
follows	 the	 international	 maritime	 collision	 avoidance	 rules	 and	 has	 strong	
practicability	and	safety.	
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1. Introduction	

Unmanned vessels sailing in the real ocean environment often encounter with passing ships or 
dynamic obstacles. During the encounter, unmanned vessels need to make independent 
judgment and decide to go straight or avoid.In view of obstacles or obstacles to the encounter 
of the ship, scholars have carried out a wide range of research on the ship collision avoidance 
system.Based on AIS data, literature [1] makes statistical analysis of situations involving ship 
collision, and puts forward a method of ship dynamic risk assessment based on Samson.In 
Literature [2], a collision avoidance model was established based on ship motion characteristics. 
This method can effectively solve the collision avoidance problem of large ships in open 
waters.Literature [3] applies the basic principle of speed obstacle theory to the collision 
avoidance of its own ship and multiple targets, and puts forward the collision avoidance 
decision of ship based on speed obstacle.In Literature [4], a three-dimensional model in the 
field of ships was proposed, and the collision avoidance actions of ships were considered based 
on the optimized ship collision risk model.Literature [5] proposed a multi-objective collision 
avoidance method for ships in complex water environment by using the speed obstacle method 
and combining with the maneuvering characteristics of ships.Literature [6] established the 
optimization problem of ship collision avoidance based on relevant knowledge of ship collision 
risk, and proposed a multi-ship collision avoidance optimization method based on predictive 
risk assessment.Literature [7] applies genetic algorithm (GA) to the path planning problem, and 
evaluates the collision risk and efficiency of the path with the cost function of the genetic 
algorithm, so as to avoid the collision of navigation obstacles and other moving ships.In 
Literature [8], fuzzy sets were introduced to simulate the crew's decision-making behavior and 
collision avoidance psychology.A simulation model was established for various collision 
avoidance behaviors.Literature [9] proposed an algorithm to predict the maneuvering 
intention of obstacle ships based on the international collision avoidance rules, so as to avoid 
ship collision and ensure maritime traffic safety. 
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In conclusion, the ship collision avoidance system is a key link in the research of unmanned 
vessel technology, and the perfection of the ship collision avoidance system determines the 
intelligent level of autonomous navigation of unmanned vessel. Therefore, the establishment of 
a dynamic collision avoidance model that follows international rules is the premise for the 
practical application of unmanned vessel to maintain navigation safety.In this paper, the 
relative motion parameters of ships are analyzed, and the collision risk model and the decision-
making model of ship obstacle avoidance under international maritime rules are established. 

2. Encounter	State	Partitioning	

Based on the 1972 International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea(COLREGS),  the 
encountering situation of ships is divided into three categories: the head-on situation, the cross 
encounter situation and the overtaking situation.In this paper, the Cartesian coordinate system 
is established with the unmanned ship as the origin of coordinates, and the specific scope of the 
three encounter situations is divided.According to COLREGS Article 13, an obstacle vessel 
within the range of the unmanned vessel Cartesian coordinate system [112.5°,247.5°] is 
identified as an overtaking situation.According to COLREGS Article 14, the encounter situation 
is set as the obstacle ship is located in the unmanned ship coordinate system [355°, 5°] 
range.According to Article 15 of COLREGS, the obstacle ship is set to cross in the range of the 
unmanned ship coordinate system [5°,112.5°] and [247.5°,355°].The four scenarios are divided 
as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure	1. Vessel encounter situation division 

 
Obstacle avoidance strategies for the three encounter states are set as follows: 
(1) Overtake situation: when the unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel are in overtaking 
situation, the unmanned vessel will turn to the left or the right to avoid, until it overtakes the 
obstacle vessel and starts sailing again. 
(2) Head-on situation: when the unmanned ship and the obstacle ship are in an encounter 
situation, the unmanned ship turns to the right to avoid the obstacle until it starts sailing again. 
(3) Cross situation: The cross situation is specifically divided into the following two situations. 
In case 1, the obstacle ship is located in the range of the unmanned ship coordinate system 
[5°,112.5°].At this point, the obstacle ship is located on the right side of the unmanned ship. The 
unmanned ship is divided according to the situation to give way. When the unmanned ship and 
the obstacle ship are in the crossover situation, the unmanned ship turns to the right to avoid 
giving way. 
In case two, the obstacle ship is located in the unmanned ship coordinate system [247.5°,355°] 
range.In order to prevent the obstacle ship from avoiding and make the unmanned ship master 
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the initiative to avoid collision and prevent the pre-collision to the maximum extent, the 
unmanned ship is set to turn to the right to avoid collision when the unmanned ship and the 
obstacle ship are in the crossover situation 2. 
The classification of ship encounters and the corresponding obstacle avoidance strategies are 
summarized as shown in Table 1.  
 

Table	1.	Collision avoidance strategies under different conditions 
Encounter the situation Usv ship Obs ship Collision avoidance strategy 

Overtake give-way vessel stand-on vessel Turn left/right 
Head-on give-way vessel give-way vessel Turn right 
Cross 1 give-way vessel stand-on vessel Turn right 
Cross 2 stand-on vessel give-way vessel Go straight/Turn right 

3. Ship	Relative	Motion	Model	

The coordinate system as shown in Figure 2, it is assumed that the unmanned ship's coordinate 
is( Rx  , Ry  ), and it travels along the course R  at speed RV  .The obstacle boat coordinates 
are( 0x  , 0y ), and it travels along the course o  at speed OV .The two vessels meet in the open 
water. The relative movements of the two vessels are shown in the diagram. 
Distance between unmanned vessel and obstacle vessel: 
 

2 2( ) ( )R o R oDI x x y x                                                                 (1) 

 
Components of of the speed vector of the unmanned ship in X and Y axes: 
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Components of the speed vector of the obstacle ship in the X and Y axes: 
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Figure	2. Relative movement diagram of unmanned ship and obstacle ship 
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The components of relative motion velocity vector of unmanned vessel and obstacle vessel in X 
axis and Y axis: 
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                                                                       (4) 

 
The relative speed of the unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel: 
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Relative heading Angle between unmanned vessel and obstacle vessel: 
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The relative azimuth of the movement of the obstacle vessel relative to the unmanned vessel: 
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The relative heading Angle of the obstacle vessel relative to the unmanned vessel: 
 

O R                                                                                   (8) 

 
Minimum encounter distance between unmanned vessel and obstacle vessel DCPA: 

sin RDCPA DI                                                                  (9) 

 
Minimum encounter time between unmanned vessel and obstacle vessel TCPA: 
 

sin RDI
TCPA

V

      



                                                     (10) 

 
According to the above mathematical analysis results, the priority function of ship collision 
avoidance based on the calculated minimum encounter distance (DCPA) and minimum 
encounter time (TCPA) is: 
 

1
P

DCPA TCPA 


  
                                                           (11) 

 
Where,   and   are weighted values of collision avoidance concluded according to statistical 
calculation. In general, take   =5 and   =0.5 for the starboard target. For the port target, take 
 =5,   =1. 
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In the relative motion coordinate system between the unmanned ship and the obstacle ship, a 
plane Cartesian coordinate system is established with the navigation starting point of the 
unmanned ship as the coordinate origin to solve the position coordinates and relative heading 
Angle of the obstacle ship with the origin of the unmanned ship as the coordinate relative to the 
field of the unmanned ship. The diagram for solving the coordinate transformation of the 
obstacle ship as shown in Figure 3.  
 

 

Figure	3. Schematic diagram of coordinate conversion of relative motion of obstacle ship 
 
Relative motion position coordinates of the obstacle ship with the unmanned ship as the 
coordinate origin: 
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Relative motion course of the obstacle ship with the unmanned ship as the coordinate origin: 
 

OR O R                                                                            (13) 

4. Collision	Risk	Calculation	

Collision risk index is used to evaluate the risk index of possible collision of ships. The greater 
the collision risk index, the higher the collision risk.On the contrary, the lower the collision risk 
index, the lower the collision risk.The parameters that play a decisive role in the risk index are 
the shortest encounter distance and the shortest encounter time.The collision risk is mainly 
composed of the space collision risk and the time collision risk. The space collision risk is mainly 
used to measure the collision risk degree of the ship in space, while the time collision risk is 
mainly used to measure the collision risk degree of the ship in time, and the collision risk is the 
sum of the two. 
(1) Risk of space collision 
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The space collision risk formula of ships is as follows: 
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Where, Ra is the radius of the vessel prohibition zone, and Rb is the radius of the vessel warning 
zone. 
(2) Risk of time collision 
The time collision risk formula of the ship is: 
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Where, TA represents the time interval from the beginning of collision avoidance to the position 
of the shortest encounter distance, TB represents the time interval from the current position to 
the position of the shortest encounter distance, DA represents the distance of the latest collision 
avoidance operation, and DB represents. 
Collision risk is the sum of space collision risk and time collision risk.Therefore, the collision 
risk formula can be expressed as: 
 

S TR R R                                                                         (18) 

 
Although the ship collision risk is composed of space collision risk and time risk of collision, but 
the practice experience of the past, the first reference should be a space collision risk, if have 
no you do not need to consider the time space of the risk of collision risk of collision, if there is 
space collision risk is considering the space and time collision risk.Therefore, the formula of 
collision risk function can be expressed as: 
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5. Obstacle‐avoidance	Decision	based	on	Colregs	

At present, in the research of multi-objective collision avoidance decision, the relevant moving 
azimuth-distance is calculated by the initial parameters and moving parameters between the 
autonomous ship and the obstacle ship, and then the comparison with the set safety range is 
made to judge whether there is collision risk. 
In this paper, the collision risk degree is analyzed based on the shortest encounter distance and 
shortest encounter time, and the obstacle avoidance strategy is formulated based on COLREGS, 
so that the ship can also follow the maritime traffic rules in the state of autonomous 
navigation.Where, DCPA represents the closest encounter distance between the unmanned 
vessel and the obstacle vessel, and TCPA represents the closest encounter time between the 
unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel.In this paper, the threshold value of the shortest 
encounter distance is set as 2 n mile, and the threshold value of the shortest encounter time is 
usually set as 12.5 min. When DCPA and TCPA are less than the initial set safety range, it is 
considered that the collision risk is high and there is a collision risk.In the vessel encounter 
state, if the risk of collision is high, the collision avoidance operation should follow the rules.If 
there is no danger of collision, maintain the current navigation state, and always wait and see 
the movement of the obstacle ship.  
Based on the above analysis, a ship collision avoidance model is established in combination 
with COLREGS collision avoidance strategy, as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure	4. Obstacle Avoidance Model Flow Chart 
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6. Simulation	Experiment	

This section is based on MATLAB R2017A to carry out simulation tests on the obstacle 
avoidance strategy of ships in four encounter states.Build a 250×250 open water navigation 
environment map, with the initial heading, speed and position information of all vessels 
known.It is assumed that the starting point of the unmanned vessel is (10,10) and the ending 
point is (240,240), and it travels along the heading Angle of 45°at a speed of 3m/s. Obstacle 
boat movement information is set according to different encounter states. 
(1) Head-on situation 
Assuming that the starting position coordinate of the obstacle ship is (30,40), when T=15s, it 
travels along the course 225°at a speed of 1.2m/s. As can be seen from the sailing track chart of 
the unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel in Figure 5, the two vessels formed a head-on 
situation, and the unmanned vessel turned right to avoid collision, and no collision occurred 
during the encounter.Figure 6 shows the variation curve of the navigation Angle of the 
unmanned ship with time in the process of head-on situation. It can be seen that the unmanned 
ship first made a right turn to avoid collision, and then turned left to re-sail after completing 
the safe encounter, which proves that it made a collision avoidance action. 
 

 
Figure	5.	Head-on situation trajectory 

 

 
Figure	6.	Head-on course Angle changes 
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(2) Overtake situation 
It is assumed that the starting position coordinate of the obstacle ship is (110,90). When T=15s, 
it travels along the course of 45°at a speed of 1.2m/s. As shown in Figure 7, the unmanned 
vessel and obstacle vessel form a Overtake situation and the unmanned vessel turns left to 
avoid, thus no collision occurs during the process. Figure 8 shows the variation curve of the 
sailing Angle of the unmanned vessel during the passage from Overtake situation over time. It 
can be seen that the unmanned vessel first made a left turn to avoid and then turned right to 
re-sail after completing the safe encounter, proving that a collision avoidance action was 
conducted. 
 

 
Figure	7.	Overtake situation trajectory 

 

 
Figure	8. Overtake course Angle changes 

 

(3) Cross 1 situation 
It is assumed that the starting position coordinate of the obstacle ship is (170,70), and when 
T=5s, it travels along the heading 135°at a speed of 1.2m/s. As can be seen from the navigation 
trajectory of the unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel in Figure 9, the obstacle vessel is 
located on the starboard side of the unmanned vessel. The two vessels form a Cross 1 situation, 
and the unmanned vessel turns to the right to avoid collision. Figure 10 shows the variation 
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curve of the navigation Angle of the unmanned ship with time in the process of sailing in Cross 
1 situation. It can be seen that the unmanned ship first made a right turn to avoid collision, and 
then turned left to re-sail after completing the safe encounter, which proves that it has made a 
collision avoidance action. 

 
Figure	9. Cross 1 situation trajectory 

 

 
Figure	10. Cross 1 course Angle changes 

 

(4) Cross 2 situation 
It is assumed that the starting position coordinate of the obstacle ship is (95,185), and when 
T=5s, it travels along the course of 300°at a speed of 1.2m/s. As can be seen from the navigation 
trajectory of the unmanned vessel and the obstacle vessel in Figure 11, the obstacle vessel is 
located on the port side of the unmanned vessel. The two vessels form a Cross 2 situation, and 
the unmanned vessel turns right to avoid collision. Figure 12 shows the variation curve of the 
navigation Angle of the unmanned ship with time in the process of sailing in Cross 2 situation. 
It can be seen that the unmanned ship first made a left turn to avoid collision, and then turned 
right to re-sail after completing the safe encounter, which proves that it has made a collision 
avoidance action. 
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Figure	11. Cross 2 situation trajectory 

 
Figure	12. Cross 2 course Angle changes 

7. Conclusion	

Is proposed in this paper a kind of based on the international regulations for preventing 
collision maritime ship collision avoidance decision-making model, first of all, based on the 
state of international maritime rules to encounter a ship, the second set under various states to 
follow the rules of collision avoidance action, the analysis of ship collision risk assessment of 
relative movement parameters, and finally to different encounter conditions of different risk 
degree design conforms to the international regulations for preventing collision maritime ship 
collision avoidance decision-making. Then, simulation tests were carried out on MATALB 
R2017A. The simulation of four situations (Head-On, Overtake, Cross 1 and Cross 2) was carried 
out and the ship trajectory chart and course Angle change curve of the unmanned vessel were 
analyzed to verify the feasibility and applicability of the proposed decision-making model for 
collision avoidance based on international Marine collision avoidance rules. 
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